Cold environment testing can create special problems for most handling equipment. At GHI we understand this, and have met the challenge. Introducing the 450 full temperature range handler (−65°C to +155°C). Known for successfully developing test handlers unmatched in their simplicity of operation and uptime, GHI again breaks new ground. Handling delicate LCC, PLCC and SO devices spells trouble for the competition, not GHI. We’ve been testing 8 lead SO and the 16 pin LCC .180, in high volume production longer than anyone in the industry. Compact in size and price, the full temperature range handler requires no time consuming adjustments. When you’re ready to change part size, simply remove the track module and replace it with a new kit.

So don’t get the cold shoulder from the other guy. Call GHI and see how we can warm you to our products.

GHI, Incorporated
1050 Independence Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94303
(415) 969-4750
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